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NH EMS Medical Control Board 
 
MEETING MINUTES (Approved) 
 

March 15 2018 
9:00AM 
Richard M. Flynn Fire Academy 
Classrooms 5 & 6, Dormitory Building 
98 Smokey Bear Blvd., Concord, NH  03301 
 
Quorum:  8 members required (currently 14 positions on the MCB, with the ratification vote today 
for Brian Sweeney…first item on the agenda) 
 
Members present: 
Joey Scollan, Chair; Kenneth Call, John Freese, Nicholas LaRochelle, Joshua Morrison, John Seidner, Jim 
Suozzi, and Tom Trimarco (8) 
 
Members absent: 
Trevor Eide, Frank Hubbell, Patrick Lee, Andrew Seefeld, Brian Sweeney, and Harry Wallus (6) 
 
Pending member present:  
Michelle Nathan 
 
NH FST&EMS Staff: 
Director Deborah Pendergast, Assistant Director Jeffrey Phillips and Chief of Strategy and Planning Nick 
Mercuri; Captains Vicki Blanchard and Chip Cooper; Gerard Christian, Joanne Lahaie, and June Connor 
(notes) (9) 
 
Guests: 
Brian Allard, Derick Aumann, Craig Clough, Nathan Denio, Jeanne Erickson, Steve Erickson, Christopher 
Gamache, Chuck Hemeon, Stephanie Locke, Michael McShane, Andrew Merelman, Scott Schuler, Anna 
Sessa, Jeffrey Stewart, and Patrick Twomey (15) 
 
NOTE:  Because only 7 members were present at the start of the meeting, Assistant Director Jeffrey 
Phillips and Chief Nick Mercuri began by disseminating information about what was going on at the 
Bureau of EMS and the Division (III (a)).  Shortly thereafter, one more member arrived, and the official 
meeting began.  The recording was turned on as soon as a quorum was present.  To see the Division 
report, please refer to the minutes (link below) from the Coordinating Board which was held on the 
afternoon of the same day, March 15, 2018. 
https://www.nh.gov/safety/divisions/fstems/ems/boards/coordinating/documents/cb20180315.pdf  
 
I. Welcome 
a. Introductions / Disclosures / Membership 

• A motion was made (Seidner/Call) – to ratify the MCB membership of Brian Sweeney, 
representing Region II for a second term that will expire on March 15, 2021; passed unanimously. 

• This meeting marks Joey Scollan’s first MCB meeting in her new position as Chair.  Her term will 
expire on March 15, 2021. 
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• A plaque was presented to Jim Suozzi honoring his years of service as Chair of the MCB.  Jim will 
continue to serve on the board. 

 
II. Approval of the minutes (actually voted upon after III. Division/Committee Reports was 

completed) 
Motion made (Call/Suozzi) – to approve the minutes from the January 18, 2018 MCB meeting; 
passed unanimously. 

 
III. Division / Committee Reports 
a. Done today during an unofficial meeting prior to the start of the official meeting (See note on page 1 

of these minutes.) 
 
b. Coordinating Board update 

• No report due to the fact that the January 18, 2018 meeting was cancelled so that the members 
could attend a senate hearing on SB 552. 

• Here is the link to the minutes for CB meetings: 
https://www.nh.gov/safety/divisions/fstems/ems/boards/coordinating/cbminutes.html 

 
c. Trauma Medical Review Committee update 

• Kenneth Call gave the report.  The TMRC met on February 21, 2018. 
• Highlights of the meeting: 

* The members went over a data report presented by Joanne Lahaie and Gerard Christian and 
made suggestions for future reports. 

* The Trauma Conference will be held in Portsmouth this year on Nov. 1 & 2; speakers and 
topic suggestions are welcome. 

* The “Stop-the-Bleed” program is being worked on by 2 workgroups. 
* The Medical Examiner’s Office submitted data regarding 2017 accidental deaths. 
* Alia Hayes, the Rural Health Manager for the NH DPH, spoke about the challenges critical 

access hospitals face regarding participation in the trauma system. 
* Approval of ACS verification was given to Dartmouth Hitchcock and Portsmouth Regional 

Hospital. 
* Trauma Registry – Gerard Christian reported that they are working on getting more data from 

third party registries.  This process is still going through a legal review by DOS lawyers with 
the intention of having a position statement that will tell people that they can send us data 
from their registries. 

* Data Summit – sometime this summer for stakeholders 
• The next meeting of the TMRC is scheduled for April 18, 2018 at 9:30AM. 
• Here is the link to the minutes for TMRC meetings: 

https://www.nh.gov/safety/divisions/fstems/ems/boards/traumamedicalreview/trauma_minutes.html 
 
d. Drug Diversion meeting  

• Jeff Stewart reported.  The group met on March 1st, but prior to that meeting, they met with the 
Board of Pharmacy Hospital Directors’ Group.  Adjustments were made based on their feedback.  
Once more data is gleaned from TEMSIS, it will be added to the UCDC and EMS provider 
education pieces.  The plan now is to present the EMS provider awareness pilot program at the 
Mt. Sunapee EMS Conference.   

• The workgroup is 95% complete in its task. A final report will be presented to the MCB at the May 
17th meeting. 
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IV. Protocol 
Protocols were discussed before IV (a) Shelter Care 
Report submitted by Vicki Blanchard: 
 
Traumatic Cardiac Arrest – New protocol focusing on early airway interventions and addressing possible 
causes rapidly and aggressively.  Education on this new protocols will focus on CPR/airway/bleeding 
control going on at the same time and discussion on why epinephrine and antidysrhythmics are not 
included as well when to terminate. 
 
Crush Injuries – New protocol directed at treating patients with crushing injuries.  The protocol included a 
dose of sodium bicarbonate.  There was discussion regarding a second dose of sodium bicarbonate or an 
intitial loading dose followed by an infusion.  The MCB agreed an infusion should be included.  
Blanchard is to consult Mike Flynn, RPh on the mixing and dosing for both adult and pediatric and add to 
the protocol. 
 
Abdominal Pain – Removed the bullet to assess and monitor cardiac rhythms as this is in Routine Patient 
Care.  
 
Anaphylaxis/Allergic Reaction – added a repeat dose of epinephrine under the EMT section; before they 
had to call Medical Control for a 2nd dose.  The definition of anaphylaxis was updated to match the 
Sampson Criteria.  Finally the Ready, Check & Inject card was added to the protocol. 
 
Asthma/COPD RAD – added intramuscular route to methylprednisolone and added intramuscular and PO 
route to dexamethasone. 
 
Pediatric Respiratory Distress – grammatical changes. 
 
BRUE – grammatical changes. 
 
(See VII. Topics Ad Libitum for a protocol added item.) 
 
A motion was made (Trimarco/Seidner) – to accept the protocol changes discussed at today’s (March 
15, 2018) meeting; passed unanimously. 
 
a. Shelter Care (discussed after the protocol report) 

Scott Schuler was present to bring up the topic of EMS involvement with those who seek refuge in 
“warming” shelters.  He thinks this should be something to be included in the protocols.  Issues 
involve how to handle a population of people who can possibly have underlying health and/or mental 
issues and who are often declined at regular shelters.  The Capitol Area Public Health Network is 
working on a regional/local shelter plan which will be disseminated to 26 other communities; one of 
the challenges they are working on has to do with the fact that up to 75% of the people who seek 
shelter have prolonged medical problems that need some type of management, and they are often 
referred to EMS. 
Scott added that Massachusetts actually puts up waivers during emergency events so that people can 
be transported to shelters free of charge.  He suggested that this might be a topic that should be 
handled by the Coordinating Board because it is an issue that is bigger than what can be solved in 
protocol.  Perhaps this is a “task force” issue.  The Red Cross should also be involved.   
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Chief Nick Mercuri will start working on this.  It will remain on the agenda. 
 
V. Old Business 
a. Cardiac Arrest / CARES update 

John Freese spoke on this topic.  The 2017 data for the beta sites has been entered, and the first 
report has been generated.  The next hurdle for the project is staffing.  In the interest of continuity, 
dedicated funds are needed to pay someone to spend 8 – 20 hours per month entering data rather 
than continually training interns who come and go.  What remains is to work out where the funding 
will be coming from to keep this project going.   

 
b. Poison Control and 911 

One of the issues is that Poison Control cannot always stay on the line and wait for EMS providers to 
be ready to talk to them.  Options are being explored including texting, etc. 

 
c. SB 552 update (transporting of trauma victims).  This bill is in interim study.  This item can come off 

the next agenda. 
 

d. SB 523 update (CPR in schools) – did not make it out of committee.  This item can come off the 
next agenda. 

 
e. Bulletin addressing 3 methods of dealing with the IV fluid shortage 

The bulletin was sent out.  Charts have been made and are now in the hands of Mike Flynn to make 
sure that the formulas are correct. 

 
f. Ketamine concentration update – Board of Pharmacy 

Tom Trimarco reported that shortage issues continue. 
VI. New Business 
a. Webinar:  Handtevy (Patrick Bavaro)  (See attachment – Click on paperclip icon) 

(The webinar took place at 10:30, so the group went on to VII. Topics Ad Libitum first.) 
Handtevy is a comprehensive pediatric resuscitation system that provides an alternative to the 
Braslow method by minimizing pediatric dosing errors and EMS provider anxiety regarding making 
dosing mistakes with pediatric patients.   
Tom Trimarco commented that as new technologies come forward, there will have to be appropriate 
training, etc. 

 
VII. Topics Ad Libitum 
a. Protocol Item added on:   

• A letter from Hooksett was received that requested an exception protocol.  The issue revolves 
around 1 patient in Hooksett who has a power port; when she runs out of medication or has 
unmanageable reactions, she calls Hooksett 911.  Hooksett wants their trained medics to be able 
to give this patient prescription medication through her port.  The protocol contains language 
mentioning “life threatening” events, and this particular circumstance is not life threatening.  A 
discussion ensued about what is and is not “life threatening”.  Hooksett feels that it is in 
somewhat of a “gray” zone and is just trying to be proactive to ensure that they are doing the 
correct thing. 

• A letter of support will be sent to Hooksett 911. 
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• Exception protocol requests will continue to be discussed by the MCB though it is not within the 
purview of the board to vote on them.  These discussions help the board to determine priorities in 
protocol development. 

 
b. The Medical Director’s role within the MRH:   

The RSA wording is vague, resulting in confusion.  There are discrepancies in National Registry 
expectations regarding the role of Medical Directors and the scope of their authority.  With 
information having been gathered from other states, it is time to restart this conversation. Most other 
states pay for a medical director.  Ultimately, this could involve a rule change. Chief Nick Mercuri 
stated that this will need to go the “Task Force/Sub-Committee” route.  

 
c. Josh Morrison announced that Lakes Region’s maternity ward will be stopping.  Transporting will 

probably go to Concord Hospital instead.  The Protocol Committee will have to work on clarifying 
where newborns should be placed while en route via ambulance.  Vicki Blanchard pointed out the 
national guidelines which state that newborns should be put in a car seat and ideally put in a second 
vehicle.  This is a complex topic involving many logistical and financial issues.  More than half of the 
transported newborns arrive are held by their mothers. 

 
VIII. Adjournment  
Motion was made (Seidner/Morrison) – to adjourn at 11:00AM; passed unanimously. 
 
 
Next Meeting:  May 17, 2018                                         
 
 
 
(Minutes written by June Connor) 
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The Handtevy System 
Promoting Patient Safety and Provider Confidence 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

This is a presentation of the Handtevy System for EMS providers.  The system was created by a Pediatric Emergency Medicine Physician who also serves as an EMS Medical Director. The main goal of the system is to allow field providers to treat children as confidently as they treat adults.The main tenets of the system that differentiate it from others are:Age based (primary) and length based (secondary)100% Customized to EMS protocolNo Math requiredDoses can be determined prior to arrival on sceneEducational component included (replaces need for PALS Certification)Associated fully integrated mobile applicationThe main realized outcome is significantly improved provider confidence and patient outcomes.







What is Handtevy? 
 A comprehensive approach to treating pediatrics 


Discipline     Practice       Culture 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

This is a presentation of the Handtevy System for EMS providers.  The system was created by a Pediatric Emergency Medicine Physician who also serves as an EMS Medical Director. The main goal of the system is to allow field providers to treat children as confidently as they treat adults.The main tenets of the system that differentiate it from others are:Age based (primary) and length based (secondary)100% Customized to EMS protocolNo Math requiredDoses can be determined prior to arrival on sceneEducational component included (replaces need for PALS Certification)Associated fully integrated mobile applicationThe main realized outcome is significantly improved provider confidence and patient outcomes.







National Footprint 
 


Currently implemented in 50 States in EMS Agencies, Hospitals, Air 
Medical, and Cruise Lines 
 


 Clients Include: 
Miami-Dade Fire Rescue (FL) 
San Antonio Fire Rescue (TX) 
Palm Beach County Fire Rescue (FL) 
Denver Health (CO) 
Pinellas County Fire Rescue (FL) 
Polk County Fire Rescue (FL) 
Houston Fire Department (TX) 
Bend Fire Department (OR) 
Cleveland Clinic Healthcare System  
Sacramento Fire and Metro (CA) 
PHI Air Medical (National) 
Air Methods (National) 
Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hospital (FL) 
Hermann Memorial Health System (TX) 
 







Why? 







Resuscitation 
Psychology 


Social Psychologist 
Nobel Prize Winner 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Instructor Note: Use this slide to set up the discussion of how pediatric resuscitation differs from adult resuscitation.  The next 8 slides discuss the principles in this book and then relates them to EMS.  Later you will transition to how knowledge of this evidence will change the way providers feel about pediatric patients.  If you can’t read the book, google Dr. Kahneman and watch short videos of him explaining this critical concept.







Your Brain is Hard Wired 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Instructor Note: Kahneman describes the brain as two distinct parts – System 1 and System 2.  Use this image to explain a little about system 1 and system 2.  	1. System 1 is the automatic part of your brain that comes up with answers immediately (no thinking required)		- For example if you ask the group NOT to answer the question, “What is 1+1?” you will note that it’s physically impossible for them to hold back that answer.  It’s automatic.  They have no control.		- Another example is driving down the highway and someone swerves into your lane.  Your system 1 will automatically make a move away from the car….again automatically without conscious effort.	2. System 2 is the opposite.  It is the SLOW, effortful part of the brain that has to do things to come up with answers. 			- An example: Try to answer the following – 265 x 36.  Your brain has to rise to the challenge and figure this out….which it does not want to do.  Contrast this with 1+1!Before you finish with this slide be sure that the students have a good understanding of System 1 and System 2.







Does It Add Up? 
1000 
1000 
1000 
30 
20 
1000 
40 
1000 
10 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Instructor Note: Ask, which line is longer? Answer: Both are the same.Explanation – For those in the room who have never seen this before, their System 1 wants to jump at the top line being longer.  For those who have seen this, their System 1 automatically knows that both lines are the same.The learning points are as follows:	1. System 1 will quickly jump at answers without verification	1. System 1 is also “upgradable,” meaning that once it gets tricked once, it wont get tricked again.  In most situations requiring recognition, System 1 is quick on the pick up.







Kid’s don’t have to be HARD!! 







KISS applied to Pedi 


 Age to determine Ideal weight 
 Customized App and Materials to 


eliminate math and improve 
documentation 


 A much different spin on education 
 Equipment organization 
 Evaluate performance 


 
 
 







Age Vs. Length 


Is One Better Than the Other? 
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

Note:  The Handtevy is AGE and LENGTH based yet we recommend that the primary tool used be the child’s age.   Is there a difference in accuracy of using age or length?  There is now data to demonstrate equivalence. (Next 2 slides).







 
1. Most medications are distributed in Total Body 


Water and not Fat! 
2. Recommended to use ideal body weight 
3. Use AGE or LENGTH 







 
Handtevy Implemented 2014 


Presented by Dr. Banerjee 10/31/17 at the ACEP National Meeting (Washington D.C.) 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Shown here is the raw arrest data from Polk County, FL.  Showing that after implementation of Handtevy ROSC rates and intact neuro survival jumped dramatically.  Note: This data has not been published yet.  Note: 71 and 78% data is a subset of the ROSC patients who survived neurologically intact.  Total of 12 children.







Children Under Age 6 
4X higher rate of Fentanyl use 


Accepted Poster - NAEMSP 2017 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Denver Paramedics report that after Handtevy implementation that they have had significant increase of medication usage.They also report no medication errors using the Handtevy system.







Before and After System 
Modification 


 Gathering of Eagles 2018 







Like us on Facebook   www.facebook.com/Handtevy 
 
    Follow us on Twitter www.twitter.com/Handtevy 
         



Presenter

Presentation Notes

This is a presentation of the Handtevy System for EMS providers.  The system was created by a Pediatric Emergency Medicine Physician who also serves as an EMS Medical Director. The main goal of the system is to allow field providers to treat children as confidently as they treat adults.The main tenets of the system that differentiate it from others are:Age based (primary) and length based (secondary)100% Customized to EMS protocolNo Math requiredDoses can be determined prior to arrival on sceneEducational component included (replaces need for PALS Certification)Associated fully integrated mobile applicationThe main realized outcome is significantly improved provider confidence and patient outcomes.
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